LONG,   LONG  TRAIL
and in the name of humanity, were the same in the one case as the
other, said the writer, and he found tjie world's conscience *a
puzzling organism'.
Does it regard [he asked] 100 dead or destitute Chinese as
equivalent to one persecuted Jew, and may we then expect,
when Japan's victims top the 50,000,000 mark, to see Am-
bassadors withdrawn from Tokyo and international action
taken to make life possible for the refugees? Or is it simply
that the Jews are near at hand and the Chinese far off and
yellow at that?'
That is the question asked by this man, who knew his subject, on
behalf of millions of Chinese, and it is the question I ask on behalf
of hundreds of thousands of Czechs, Germans, and Spaniards.
Just as the Jews tend to monopolize the callings and professions
into which they penetrate, when there is no anti-Semitism, so did
I find them monopolizing compassion and succour when there was
anti-Seijiitism, and as their numbers are small compared with
the great mass of non-Jews who are suffering from brutality and
persecution in our times, I thought this to be the^old evil/the
squeeze-out of non-Jews, breaking out in anew plaqe, \
The organized Jewish communities in the countries where anti-
Semitism exists, or which it is approaching, have complete
command of the technique of enlisting foreign help and sympathy.
They understand it; this looking across the frontiers is in their
blood. If a group of twenty Jews is put into no-man's-land, the
British and American Legations and Consulates in the nearest
capital are stormed, the British newspaper offices too, the next day
the entire British and American Press rings with the story, photo-
graphs appear, bishops write letters, committees get busy, soon^
the Jews are released and are on their way to a new land.
Not far away 300 or 400 non-Jewish refugees may be starving
in a hut. They have no organized community to care for them, to
raid the Legations and newspaper offices on their behalf, nobody
visits them, nobody knows that they are there or cares about them.
They may rot.
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